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Over the last fifty years the most significant shift in India's energy consumption was the replacement of non commercial
energy with c.

Deregulated prices of the two major petroleum products will be beneficial to the Indian economy as a whole.
They may be in for a surprise if some major international event affects the price of crude oil and its effects are
felt on diesel and petrol prices in India. Diesel alone contributed to  As per the agreed one-third sharing
formula, till date the government has reimbursed Rs24, crore in two tranches and another Rs14, crore has been
paid by upstream companies by way of discounts. Improved finances can enable them to invest in plant and
machinery to increase refinery complexity and, hence, improve their refining margin, which is currently far
below the private refiners viz. Oil marketing companies are not in a position to bear more than Rs12, crore of
revenue losses and the government would have to compensate the overall shortfall of Rs36, crore.
Deregulation of diesel prices provides a level playing field to private refiners who can sell diesel directly into
the domestic retail market. With petrol prices already deregulated, they can invest on the necessary
infrastructure to expand their network of retail outlets to sell diesel and petrol into domestic retail market
without compromising their profitability. Books of accounts The price movement will immediately reflect on
the book of accounts of oil marketing firms, allowing them to reduce or make provision for losses or profit
arising out of sale and purchase of fuel on daily basis. Political interference The government deregulated
petrol price in and diesel price in  Global oil demand during is expected to go up by 1. Currently, oil
marketing companies decide on change in fuel prices on a fortnightly basis. It, henceforth, allowed oil
marketing companies to decide on the prices of fuel, considering the change in international oil prices and
currency exchange rate. Deregulation of prices is, therefore, critical. Petrol prices were already deregulated by
the Government since mid Burden of taxes Taxes and duties continue to dominate the pricing structure for
petrol and diesel. So, change in prices of petrol and diesel will not badly affect the commuters in the long run.
It has various benefits for the public as well as private sector petroleum refiners. To compensate oil companies
for that, the government allows them to charge higher prices even when international oil rates have fallen. In
the current fiscal year, oil marketing companies are estimated to record a revenue loss of Rs72, crore. But the
decision to change fuel prices everyday will less likely invite interference from political parties to address
their interests. Benefit to Private Petroleum Refiners Private refiners RIL and EOL have not been in a position
to sell diesel into the domestic retail market because retail diesel prices were regulated and they could not sell
diesel at a loss as unlike with public sector refiners, no compensation from the Government was available to
them. Effect on inflation The new practice will add one more factor to the change in price of essential
commodities such as food items, cereals, fruits and vegetables. Content of the Article:. Since then, marginal
price changes have been effected on sensitive petroleum products. Respond to this column at feedback
livemint.


